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Abstract
To hold a knowledge base up-to-date requires quite substantive endeavor of the knowledge engineers. The aim of the tools
presented in the paper is to help the knowledge engineer with his tedious work. The first tool a2doc generates human readable documentation of an existing knowledge base. The second tool, the more complex one, creates the pieces of information
from the text base and the appropriate ontology. The generated items can be then imported into the knowledge base. Both
tools save time of the knowledge engineers.
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1.

Introduction

The aim of the tools presented in the paper is helping the
knowledge engineer with his day-to-day tedious work in
finding pieces of information and sharing it among recipients. In the paper the two tools are presented, the first one
generates human readable documentation of an existing
knowledge base structure, the second one helps with creation of the pieces of information from the text base and the
appropriate ontology.
2.

Problem Formulation

Building the knowledge bases, the automation of the
knowledge engineer work is a necessity. To include single
information into the knowledge base requires at least the
following steps:
 Knowledge identification. The task is elaborated in
many papers and books, like [1] or [2].
 Identification of the sources of usable knowledge.
The sources can be found in corporate structured
or more probably in unstructured data formats (reviews, records, and emails). Other sources can be
located on the Internet, e.g. government pages,
subject specific pages or general pages like wikipedia or blogs.
 Knowledge processing. In this context it means
transforming the information from sources into
knowledge base, its categorization, importance,
and trustworthiness.
The paper focuses mostly on the last point. It means
how to improve the knowledge engineer productivity in
finding the required pieces of information in existing un-

structured data sources and how to connect the information
into existing knowledge base automatically.
3.

Problem Solution

The team of researchers in our department participates in
several projects concerning the knowledge base construction and operation (e.g. Lessons learned project or Military
universities project).
Several throats have been identified in the work of the
knowledge engineer. But the most ones include losing in
the knowledge base structure and generation pieces of information from existing data sources.
The two tools have been created to helping the
knowledge engineers to overcome them. Both tools are
created in Python language.
Both tools are tested with the knowledge bases developed in AToM2 application by AION CS Company.
3.1. Human readable documentation
The solution is covered by the project with codename
a2doc. The project focuses on generation of the documentation of the knowledge base structure and, if required, the
details like object attributes and associations can be included as well.
The main requirements for the documentation include possibility for printing and browsing. The original structure of
the knowledge base can be obtained in the form of several
XML files. An example of XML source structure follows:
<Class
ClassId="10421"
Export="1"
FolderId="2"

SpaceId="148"
Name="Doména / Domain"
Icon="Cabinet"
Note="Problem domain"
Flags="2051">
<Field
AtomId="12"
Sort="1"
IsVisible="1"
IsEnabled="1"
IsRequired="1"
Caption="Base Name *"
/>
<Field
AtomId="10424"
Sort="10"
IsVisible="1"
IsEnabled="1"
IsRequired="0"
Caption="Name"
/>
… Other fields
<Field
AtomId="10427"
Sort="40"
IsVisible="1"
IsEnabled="1"
IsRequired="0"
Caption="Explanation"
/>
</Class>

<Role
RoleId="10590"
FolderId="112"
SpaceId="149"
Name="Person"
Icon="role"
Flags="115"
Caption="Supervisor">
</Role>
</Assoc>

The most important parts of the XML structure are name,
capture and if presented note attributes. Other attributes
contain information that is not required in documentation.
To support all important requirements (browsing and
printing) the appropriate export formats must be selected.
We have chosen the two formats, PDF for better printing
and HTML/CSS for online browsing.
At the start, the script (Fig. 1) creates LaTeX representation of the knowledge base by separating the names and
notes from source XML structure. Separate chunks for
classes and associations are created. The generated parts
are called from master LaTeX file depending on the required output. Using standard LaTeX procedures, PDF export can be easily generated. In Case browsing is required,
the independent HTML/CSS output is created.

Similarly, the other characteristics are available in XML
format, namely associations, roles, constraints, spaces,
folders, atoms. From the documentation point, associations
with roles are significant. An example of association with
roles follows:
<Assoc
AssocId="10588"
Export="1"
FolderId="112"
SpaceId="149"
Name="Person hierarchy"
Icon="assoc"
Flags="3">
<Role
RoleId="10589"
FolderId="112"
SpaceId="149"
Name="Person"
Icon="role"
Flags="115"
Caption="Subordinates">
</Role>

Fig. 1. Documentation export formats

3.2. Processing unstructured data sources
The solution of the second tools is provided by the project
with codename terms. The processing is taken in three
steps as follows:
 Preparation. The step includes the preparation of
the unstructured data sources and matching ontology terms.
 Exploration. Processing the data sources and finding the new associations between the objects in
ontology and the data sources.
 Import. Connecting the generated associations into the existing knowledge base.

International Security Assistance Force
</Cell>
<Cell Index="2">
ISAF
</Cell>
<Cell Index="3">
Mezinárodní bezpečnostní podpůrné síly,
International Security Assistance Force
</Cell>
</Row>

For purposes of the algorithm, the XML structure is
transformed into single comma separated line of text:


International Security Assistance Force, ISAF,
Mezinárodní bezpečnostní podpůrné síly, International Security Assistance Force

The other names section is also suitable for grammar
variants of the phrases (e.g. plurals). It is also importatnt to
mention that base name is a identification key for an instance.

Fig. 1. Processing unstructured data sources

The Preparation step includes the preparation of the unstructured data sources. Data sources are transformed text
documents, usually one paragraph is independent data
source item. So, the object from ontology can be matched
to a paragraph in text document. The data source item can
be any part of the original document. The granularity of the
data source item depends on requirements of the processed
knowledge base. The granularity can vary from a whole
document to a paragraph or even the single sentence.
The second part of the preparation step is the utilization
of the matching ontology. Ontology is transformed into
controlled vocabulary. For each ontology type separated
controlled vocabulary is generated. For example, we can
have the type location in the ontology. Then for each location instance a record in is created, e.g. individual towns
(Brno, London, Kandahar), states (Czech Republic, Afghanistan), continents or even institutions.
Each instance can have more than one representation
like institution instance NATO is the same institution like
North Atlantic Treaty Organization or Organisation du
Traité de l’Atlantique Nord. To summarize, each object
can be represented by one, two or even more phrases.
An example of the description of the instance International Security Assistance Force follows. The meaning of
the cells is:
 Cell Index=0 – the instance type.
 Cell Index=1 – base name.
 Cell Index=2 – abbreviation (zero, one or more).
 Cell Index=3 – other names (zero, one or more).
<Row>
<Cell Index="0">
ORGANIZATION
</Cell>
<Cell Index="1">

Prepared data sources, both text base and exported ontology structure are explored and processed in the next
step. For each occurrence of the term (all variants are
searched) the new association is generated. The example of
the generated association file follows:
REGION;Kunar;c18030101 Nature and climate conditions
REGION;Wardak;c2810010103 Mission 3
REGION;Lógar;c2810010103 Mission 3
REGION;Wardak;c28100101 Operation environment
REGION;Lógar;c28100101 Operation environment
REGION;Wardak;c2810010102 Mission 2
REGION;Lógar;c220504 4. Utilization of translators
REGION;Swat;c2504 Introduction
REGION;Khas Konar;c250801 Entering the area, connection establishment with natives
REGION;Asadabad;c250801 Entering the area, connection establishment with natives

To understand the previous generated lines, the first
part is the instance type, the second part is the instance
identification and the third part is the article identification.
In the import step, the generated associations are transferred into knowledge base. The knowledge engineer can
browse the generated structure and change the content. The
knowledge engineer usually deletes lines which are irrelevant or incorrect in the context of the analysis.
4.

Conclusion

The two tools have been created for overcoming some tedious steps in the processing of information in the
knowledge bases. Focus of the paper was on improving the
knowledge engineer productivity.
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